Abstract -The propagation of a cylindrical shock wave in an ideal gas with exponentially increasing density. The shock wave is driven out by a piston moving with time according to power law. The solution is applicable for any arbitrary ratio of specific heats and valid even for large time.
I. INTRODUCTION
studied the effects of radiation on the shock propagation by introducing the radiation diffusion approximation numerical solutions for self self-similar adiabatic flows in self-gravitating gas were obtained by Sedov (1) and Carrus et al (2) independently Purohit (3) and Singh and Vishwakarma (4) have discussed homo-thermal flows behind a spherical shock wave in a self-gravitating gas using similarity method. Nath (5) have studied the above problem assuming the flow to be adiabatic and self-similar and obtained the effects of the presence of a magnetic field.
Our physical situation is that if we have strong shock wave created by any, means, travelling in a medium of increasing density then we should like to know the nature of the flow field behind the shock. The shock situation is time dependent, and we assume the density to increase as power law. Grover Hardy (1), Hayes (2) has also studied the propagation of shock waves in an exponential medium.
Sakarai (3) has considered the problem of a shock wave arriving at the edge of a gas medium in which density varies as power law Ojha and Onkar (4) discussed the problem of explosion in non uniform self gravitating medium. Deb Ray and Bhomick (5) found the, solution of gas dynamics shock wave. The problem of shock propagation in a self gravitating mass of gas has been discussed by Sedov (8) .
In the present work, I have discussed the strong cylindrical shocks in a medium of exponentially increasing density. The solution is applicable for any arbitrary ratio of specific heats and valid even for large time.
II. EQUATION OF MOTION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The fundamental equation governing the motion of the fluid in gas is
+ u + γp( + ) = 0 [3] where ρ, u, P are density, velocity and pressure of the gas at a radial distance r from the centre at time t, r is the ratio of specific heats.
Assuming local thermodynamics equilibrium and taking Roseland's approximation, we have
Where is the Stefan Boltzmann constant, C the velocity of light and ν the mean free path of radiation is a function of density and temperature following wang (6), we take ISSN: 2231-5373 http://www.ijmttjournal.org Page 66
Where ν 0, α and β being constants
We assume that a cylindrical shock is propagating in the medium and the flow variables immediately ahead of the shock froud are u = 0 [6] ρ = ρ 1 = constant [7] p = p 1 = - [8] where R is the shock radius and A and n are constants, due to passes of the shock, the gas is highly ionized and its electrical conductivity becomes infinitely large. The conditions across such a gas ionizing shock are (Singh and Srivastava and Vishwakarma and Pandey)
where subscripts 2 and 1 are for the regions just behind and just ahead of the shock surface respectively, and v denotes the shock velocity. The shock front is assumed to be opaque and it does not receive any heat flux from external sources. Therefore, the heat flux q 2 is the heat flux exchanged between the flow-field and the shock front. The jump conditions (9), (10), (11) are not sufficient to determine all the flow variables at the shock front
The strong shock conditions are (by Widham (7)) = [12] [13]
[14]
Where u 1 , ρ 1 and p 1 are the velocity, density and pressure just behind the shock and ρ 0 the undistributed density just ahead of the shock, respectively and V is the shock velocity.
The density in undistributed gaseous medium is by our assumption ρ 0 = Ae δx A and δ being positive constants
III. SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS
For self-similar motions, the system of partial differential equations (1), (2) where λ and δ are to be determined from the conditions of the problem transformation in terms η is necessarily a non similarly one the value of η is assumed constant at the shock surface hence V = -, λ<0 [19] which represents an outgoing shock surface. The solution of eqn (1), (2), (3) are compatible with the shock conditions (12), (13), (14) It can be easily seen that the strength of the shock, under these conditions, remains constant from eqn (19), we get
where τ is the duration of the almost instantaneous explosion
By the use of eqn (15) - (18), (1) to (3) use here the relation P = P 1 P, r = xR, u = VW = P 1 dP, = R , v = -, R =-using here shock condition eqn (13) - (14),
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this problem I have investigated the propagation of cylindrical shock wave in homogenous medium, from present investigation it is clear that the nature of shockwave is directly depending on particle loading and diameter of dust particle of inhomogeneous medium. A cylindrical wave propagation into a dust suspension can be described by exponential decay curve, which assume a general form for a given incident shock wave.
In order to exhibit the numerical solution it is convenient to write the field variable in the nondimensional form as
The numerical integration of equation (22) From table we see that discontinuity in velocity distribution is large at shock front and decreases as we move towards the line of explosion where as distribution of density and pressure in small at shock surface and increases towards the line of explosion, But as temperature increases in the velocity of shock and after getting maximum value it decreases near the line of explosion. Thus the result shown by table represents the physical situation behind the cylindrical shock produce by line explosion.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

